Clery Crime Alert – Robbery

Today, Tuesday January 16\textsuperscript{th}, 2018, the New York City Police Department notified CU Public Safety that at approximately 4:50 pm a cab driver was robbed at 113\textsuperscript{th} Street and Amsterdam Avenue. The persons involved in the robbery fled south on Amsterdam and West on 112\textsuperscript{th} Street. The unidentified persons are shown below. If you have any information about this crime, or can identity any of these persons, contact the NYPD 26\textsuperscript{th} Pct. Detective Squad at 212 678-1352.

Remember to immediately call 911 if you feel threatened or are a victim of a crime.

\textit{Please note – Clery Crime Alerts are distributed pursuant to Federal Law for specific crimes in defined locations. They do not present, nor are they intended to present, a complete picture of crime on campus.}
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